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RE: HB 1244; Testimony for Transportation Committee Public Hearing - August 10, 2021

My name is Gerald Murphy and I own and operate the Defensive Driving Academy Inc. I started
the company 17 years ago in 2004. From the very beginning it has always been difficult to get
new instructors through the licensing process with PDE. The driving school rules and regulations
date back to the 1950s, and many driving school owners, including myself have provided plenty
of feedback to PDE for decades now hoping that we can improve the licensing process. We have
gone as far as retaining counsel through our driving school association, PA Association of
Private Driving Schools (PAPDS), sending emails, letters, and meetings, only to be ignored.
Simply stated, it should not take 6, 8, 10 months, and in many cases well over a year to get a new
candidate licensed by PDE to teach driving, and become a licensed driving instructor. I have
initiated HB1244 because all attempts to dialogue and collaborate with PDE have failed and we,
as owners, cannot sit idly by and watch people who are trying to earn a wage be delayed and in
many cases denied that opportunity, especially post pandemic, due to bureaucracy from within
their own Commonwealth.

Our product is people, and without people driving schools lose revenue and fail. The process to
get HB1244 introduced was started in 2019, well before the pandemic. We have not only
struggled through and after the pandemic with hiring, like many small businesses, but driving
schools in PA have been struggling for decades, which means we are behind the curve and the
hiring delays are crippling our small business enterprises. Although requested it’s always been
difficult getting specific numbers from PDE, however in the 17 years since I started my school,
there has been no growth in the number of Private Driver Training Schools (PDTS) in PA-

approximately 180-210. Although there was a time when driving schools fit seamlessly into PDE
and many school districts had thriving driver ed programs, make no mistake, those days are gone
and PDE’s inability to support small business, and arcane regulations have stagnated our
industry.

Here are just a few examples of arcane requirements for new driving instructors to become PDE
licensed that we have tried for decades to get updated, but instead, have been ignored:

-After all background checks clear, and a new staff application is finally reviewed by
PDE, an outdated multiple choice exam is scheduled, which new candidates are not likely
to pass and can only be taken in Harrisburg, even though the driving school act states
there must be multiple locations throughout PA. We have had state police officers, school
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teachers, lawyers, and applicants with PHDs study and quickly fail. We have been trying
to get the passing ratios from PDE for years, but have been ignored. The ratio for DDA
applicants since 2017 who fail on their first attempt and must go back to Harrisburg is
19%.

-When and if a new candidate finally passes the multiple-choice exam, they must
schedule, wait in line, and take the same non-commercial driving test that teens are
required to pass to obtain their license. In every instance the potential instructor has held
a valid PA driver license for years, if not decades in good standing. This requirement is
redundant, costly, and an undue burden on taxpayers and PennDOT DMVs.

-In recent years, there has been ongoing confusion and several changes made by PDE in
regard to “letters of recommendation” vs. “reference letters.” Please see attached letter
from PDE to owners dated August 31, 2020, at the height of the pandemic, right after
being allowed to reopen due to the state mandated shutdown. Sudden changes and second
guessing requirements are a regular occurrence at PDE, and continue to hold up new staff
applications for months and years. Additionally, whether reference letters are legally able
to speak to a new candidate’s morality, as requested by PDE, has never been addressed.
When any of these conflicts arise, new staff applications get sent to the PDE legal
department where they sit for months and years.

Since 2018, the average amount of time for new candidates at DDA to get licensed is 7.1 months.
That PDE has only budgeted for one administrator, and in recent years a part-time assistant, has
made supporting small business efficiency a challenge for decades. Because of this, staff
applications sit untouched for days and weeks. Unfortunately, limited staff has also cause many
errors and discrepancies to occur with licensing new staff. To date, DDA, and other driving
schools, have had instructors who received their teaching licenses prior to passing their instructor
requirements. This, of course, is just another example that clearly demonstrates the hiring
process at PDE is broken. Again, instructors are our product and when small businesses are
trying to pay bills and keep the lights on, one has to ask, “is the Department of Education where
we need to be?” As of today, PDE is currently only in the office one day a week to process new
staff applications. Because of this, the opportunity for individuals to earn a wage, through one of
the most difficult employment periods in history, has been stripped away by the very
Commonwealth where we are incorporated.

DDA and other driving schools, which many of us started from nothing, continue to lose
hundreds of thousands of dollars in revenue every year. All too often this happens not because
we don’t work hard, not because of the competition, not because people don’t want to work, not
because of complaints or bad reviews, but instead, because of the very agency that oversees us.
That driving schools continue to try desperately to get help from PDE, struggle, fail, and
sometimes go out of business because of bureaucratic delays and inefficiency is quite frankly
disturbing.

My company, DDA is backed up until September, and parents are very angry when they call to
enroll their teens because they have heard so many good things about our school and licensing
program, but can't start for over a month. My staff is getting hollered at on the phone, not
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because we don’t do our jobs well, but instead because we don't have enough licensed driving
instructors to handle the demand. That the growth of my company, and many, many, others is
being jeopardized by the very agency that oversees us is no longer acceptable. If there were 15
instructors I could hire tomorrow, who each worked 12-15 hours a week, I would.

In 2016 DDA started a partnership with Pep Boys Corporation (PPC) to do license testing out of
their retail store in Exton. From the beginning, PPC has wanted DDA to scale this idea into other
Pep Boys stores throughout Pennsylvania. That I cannot, and have refused their requests to
expand because of a lack of confidence in the broken hiring process at PDE is, once again, a loss
for both companies, as well as PennDOT and tax-payers, who of course wants more Non-
Commercial Third Party Testing sites throughout PA.

At the height of the pandemic many owners realized if something were to happen and an owner
died, spouses and families would lose the very businesses they built, once again, due to arcane
regulations that haven’t been updated in 70 years. Many of us tried during the pandemic to get
answers about ownership and transferability, but instead got confusing emails with citations from
1952 legislation.

It is extremely difficult to operate a small business that is overseen by two distinctly different
entities. I currently have employees that are certified by PennDOT to pass or fail our students
during their non-commercial license tests, but that same employee is still not able to teach our
students how to drive because of the delays and difficulty with the broken instructor licensing
process at PDE. Many see this as not only a conflict of interest, but a potential liability for our
Commonwealth. Unlike the hiring process at PDE, since we started our partnership with
PennDOT to help with non-commercial license testing in 2015, the process to certify new
examiners has been extremely efficient. Once training dates are established by the Department,
the process to get an employee certified by PennDOT to administer license tests is
straightforward and takes just a few weeks.

Since 2018 alone, I have had 18 candidates simple throw their hands up and leave because the
process to become a newly licensed instructor through PDE takes too long and frustrates people
who need to earn a wage. Since starting in 2004, over 75 have given up. Every year I spend 5
figures to get candidates to respond to our help wanted placements, and when we finally, finally,
finally, finally, find that special someone who wants to learn how to teach teens to drive, who
wants to mentor and cares, and they give up because the process is too cumbersome, it’s
unforgiveable.
Thank you for your time today. I absolutely support HB1244 and I am here today to answer any
and all questions you may have.

Respectfully,
Gerald V. Murphy
President/Owner
Defensive Driving Academy, Inc.
Mobile: 610.322.9516
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Email: GMurphy@theDefensiveDrivingAcademy.com
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